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Until the 1920s, to be a Maharani, wife to the Maharajah, was to be tantalizingly close to the

power and glamour of the Raj, but locked away in purdah as near chattel. Even the educated,

progressive Maharani of Baroda, Chimnabai—born into the aftermath of the 1857 Indian Mutiny

—began her marriage this way, but her ravishing daughter, Indira, had other ideas. She

became the Regent of Cooch Behar, one of the wealthiest regions of India while her daughter,

Ayesha, was elected to the Indian Parliament. The lives of these influential women embodied

the delicate interplay between rulers and ruled, race and culture, subservience and

independence, Eastern and Western ideas, and ancient and modern ways of life in the

bejeweled exuberance of Indian aristocratic life in the final days both of the Raj, and the British

Empire. Tracing these larger than life characters as they bust every known stereotype, Lucy

Moore creates a vivid picture of an emerging modern, democratic society in India and the

tumultous period of Imperialism from which it arose. Through the sumptuous, adventurous lives

of three generations of Indian queens—from the period following the Indian Mutiny of 1857 to

the present, Lucy Moore traces the cultural and political changes that transformed their world.
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Behar and JaipurIndia post 1947-8The Gaekwad FamilyEvery effort has been made to ensure

these names and dates are correct but in some cases they have been difficult to verify.The

Narayan Family (1)The Narayan Family (2)The Jaipur Family1In November 1911, it might have

seemed as if every one of India’s nearly 300 million inhabitants was heading for Delhi. The vast

subcontinent’s dusty highways were crowded with a caravan of carts drawn by bullocks and

camels, pony-traps, gilded palanquins, humble bicycles and elephants with painted faces, all

piled high with people and trunks and packages, travelling towards the crumbling red



sandstone majesty of the old Mogul capital on India’s northern plains. Every now and again a

motorcar - modem and exotic - sped past, horn blaring. The scents of gasoline and drying

dung hung in the air. Silky reddish dust settled thickly on everything, dulling the rainbow hues

of the women’s saris. Jewel-adorned maharajas with their veiled maharanis and sprawling

retinues, bearded soldiers in kilts and turbans, white-swathed brahmins and arrogant British

administrators with their lipsticked wives were all on their way to the great Coronation Durbar,

intended to celebrate the accession to the throne of Britain’s new king, and India’s new

emperor, George V, and to demonstrate to all the world that the British ruled the greatest

empire in history.The word durbar was traditionally used in India to describe a ruler or raja’s

court, his government, or his levees, but its most common use was for his great receptions,

held in a durbar hall or a tented camp as he moved around his lands. It was a way for his

people to see their king, to pay their respects and receive his government first-hand. The

magnificence of the raja’s clothes, his servants, his elephants and nautch, or dancing, girls, all

attested to his wealth and power. He sat cross-legged on his gaddi, a cushioned stool-throne

that symbolized his dominion, receiving his retainers’ homage. He had the sole right to wear in

his turban a jewelled, plumed aigrette, called a kalgi. Behind him stood liveried retainers in

uniforms of dark velvets and cloth of gold. Some held over his head a fringed chatri, or large

parasol; others fanned him with huge peacock-feather fans; still others bore the royal chamars,

or fly-whisks, made of yaks’ tails set in ornate silver handles. Here, surrounded by evidence of

his majesty, the raja ritually received the tribute of his subjects.In the autumn of 1911, India

was gathering to pay homage to its foreign overlords in the person of the viceroy, Lord

Hardinge, the King-Emperor’s representative in India and the supreme governor of Britain’s

possessions there. He had ordered the erection of a vast tented city, Coronation Park, on the

plains just north of Delhi, a quiet provincial town. Far from being a random choice, this was a

site layered with imperial significance. During the rebellion (known by the Victorians as the

Indian Mutiny) in the summer of 1857, Delhi, as the seat of the last surviving Mogul emperor,

had been the symbolic centre of the rising. The British had camped on the site of the future

Coronation Park before re-capturing Delhi and asserting their complete control over northern

India. Both the first British durbar in 1877, during which Queen Victoria was declared Empress

of India, and Lord Curzon’s durbar in 1903, celebrating the accession of her son, Edward VII,

had been held there.What the previous year had been fields of ‘waving corn’ was at the start of

December 1911 a canvas city, the white peaks of its tent roofs like thousands of sails on a

dusty sea. Coronation Park covered 28 square miles and contained 233 separate campsites. A

light railway snaked through the site between sixteen mini-stations, though this was the first

durbar at which automobiles were the preferred mode of transport. Every important state had

its own motor-fleet; the official cars of India’s richest state, Hyderabad, were all chrome yellow.

Inside the camp, 40 miles of dirt road had been covered with a thick layer of black oil to stop

dust blanketing everything. The newfangled electricity lighting the camp could have illuminated

the British cities of Portsmouth and Brighton combined. Bakeries, dairies, butchers and fruit

and vegetable markets supplied the camp’s population of 250,000 with fresh food. Water was

piped into each campsite. Thirty temporary post offices had been erected and 116 post-boxes

dealt with letters addressed in India’s twenty major languages; telegraph wires stretched,

crackling, overhead.The King’s camp alone spread over 83 acres. A broad red gravel drive

approached the central reception tent between manicured lawns edged with potted ferns,

palms and flowerbeds. The rose-bushes had been imported from England. The main

shamiana, or marquee, was held up by slim white and gold columns; its walls were pale blue.

Crystal chandeliers, powered by electricity, shed a glow over the proceedings. Persian carpets



covered the boarded floors. The nearby state dining tent, similarly decorated, held 145 British

and thirty Indian diners on the night of the state banquet.The King’s 120 predominantly English

guests stayed in his camp. Their tents were warmed during the cool winter nights either by fires

burning in marble fireplaces or, only in the King’s camp, by electricity. The guests ate in three

dining tents, smaller and less formal than the banqueting tent, hung with rich red drapes, and

spent what spare time they had in pale blue and old-rose tented drawing rooms, or (if they

were male) in the smoking and billiards tents. Kitchens, garages and servants’ quarters

clustered behind the main living tents. In the stable tents, every horse had its own syce, or

groom, who slept alongside his charge.Each of the important Native States - as the British

insisted on referring to the hundreds of princely states whose domestic administration was

controlled by a maharaja rather than the British Government of India-was required to attend the

Durbar, and each had its own campsite. These were grouped together by region in a vast

semicircle, some distance away from the main encampments of the King, the Viceroy and the

British governors of the eleven provinces of British-run India. The campsites were laid out

strictly in order of status and precedence; it would not have done for a mighty Rajput maharaja

to find himself next to a mere raja from the eastern hills near Assam. The Maharaja of Baroda’s

camp even had a wooden pavilion, befitting his status as the third ranking (after Hyderabad

and Mysore) prince in India. The emerald lawn was edged with palm trees and red gravel paths

led to the canvas sleeping, dining, drawing, billiards and bath tents. Sunflowers, the Baroda

state emblem, grew along the site’s railings. Overhead, saffron bunting snapped in the wind.It

had rained for two days before 12 December, the day on which the main ceremony was to take

place. ‘This transcended a joke,’ observed a journalist, apparently worried that God was teasing

the King by withholding fine weather from his Durbar. But on the morning of the 12th, the sun

soon burned through the fine dawn mist. Before noon, the King-Emperor, George V, and his

Queen-Empress, Mary, emerged from their dressing tents robed in ermine and purple satin,

their sparkling crowns heavy on their heads. Escorted by scarlet-coated bodyguards and the

Imperial Cadet Corps astride black chargers with snow leopard skins as saddle cloths, the

royal couple drove in an open landau drawn by four horses to the durbar arena in which they

would receive the homage of their Indian subjects.Fifty thousand spectators were standing in

the sunshine to watch the ceremony. Many had been transported to the durbar site from the

Punjab, north of Delhi, to bolster the crowd. The Royal Pavilion stood at the heart of a

semicircular amphitheatre almost 500yards across. As the King and Queen arrived at the red

and gold cupola and mounted the dais on to their gilt and marble thrones beneath it, a salute of

101 shots sounded, the Royal Standard was hoisted up the flagpole, the guards saluted, and

‘God Save the King’ rang out across the regimented plain. With a roll of drums the Durbar was

declared open.Using the ancient ritual of the durbar was just one example of how the British

manipulated India’s indigenous iconography to reinforce their position of dominance - or, as

they termed it, their paramountcy. Like the Moguls before them, they embraced the durbar as a

means of displaying their power to the Indian people and the Indian princes. Another

demonstration of the way in which the British imposed their command through ceremony was

the strict hierarchy into which they ordered the princely states, publicly displayed by gun

salutes. The states were divided into 118 ‘salute states’ ruled by maharajas, 117 non-salute

states whose rajas (meaning king, as opposed to maharaja which means great king) were

more like clan leaders and 327 minor states under thakurs, or lords, with no jurisdictional

powers. Some thakurs ruled ’kingdoms’ of less than a square mile. Salutes for the top 118

states ranged from a 9-gun salute to a 21-gun salute for the five premier princes. The viceroy,

the head of the Government of India, was awarded a 31-gun salute.Originally, gun salutes



were a way of allotting rank to regional rajas and nawabs, or Muslim princes, whose lands and

wealth varied enormously. However, because gun salutes were not strictly apportioned, they

were used by the British administration to solicit support and reward obedience. They soon

became hotly contested marks of imperial favour.‘If you were a prince with no gun salute, then

every two penny halfpenny Political Agent [the Government of India official detailed to every

state; also known, in larger states, as the Resident] could come and visit you every three

months and ask to see the accounts,’ remembered one member of a former princely family.

‘Whereas if you had a high enough gun salute, then the Political Agent could only come to you

like a chaprassi [messenger], and if you had a 19-gun salute then you were left alone, because

only the Viceroy could come and bother you. So the higher the gun salute, the less trouble you

had - and this was the attraction.’This was a common misconception among the smaller states

about the bigger ones. The truth was that the British liked interfering in all the princely states,

regardless of their wealth or status, though their interference was seldom appreciated. The

British ruled a land they never really understood, for all their individual, specialized knowledge

of Bengali waterways or Sanskrit poetry, and the princely states were the most elusive areas of

all.Imperial rituals like the Coronation Durbar illustrated the gulf between what the British

thought about princely India and what the Indian princes thought about the British in India.

Viceroys adored the extravagance and exoticism of durbars. Less than a decade earlier, Queen

Victoria was barely in her grave before Lord Curzon begged to be allowed to represent her

heir, Edward VII, at a magnificent reception to be held in honour of his coronation. Many

maharajas, on the other hand, endured them, acutely conscious of being forced publicly to

demonstrate their submission to an alien power. Their homage was never as uncomplicated, or

as unqualified, as the British liked to believe.Before the 1911 Durbar, four of the five senior

princes of India (Hyderabad, Mysore, Baroda and Gwalior; the fifth was Kashmir), each entitled

to a 21-gun salute, requested exemption from paying homage to George. They did not want to

bow down to him as vassals but to meet him as his allies and equals. Their appeals were

rebuffed. One of the four, the Maharaja of Baroda, had suggested ‘some alteration in the

manner in which the poor native princes were to be received by the king’. By this, he meant

some less deliberately humiliating reception. His request was ignored.Sayajirao1 Gaekwad,

Maharaja of Baroda, was a reserved, gentle man of forty-eight. Of medium height, tending to

portliness, he had a neat head of black hair streaked with grey, a clipped moustache, and

intelligent, kindly brown eyes. He governed one of the richest and best-run states in India,

situated in modern Gujarat, midway up the western coast of the subcontinent. Under his

guidance, Baroda boasted compulsory education (not yet instituted in British India), modern

hospitals, colleges, museums, libraries and railways. The Maharaja’s politics were

conspicuously liberal and progressive, and he was the only ‘native ruler’ who dared declare

openly his longing for the day when India would throw off the British yoke.In the years before

1911, resentment and frustration had built up on both sides as the Gaekwar (as he was known

by the British, who generally misspelt Gaekwad, both a family name and an honorific) fought to

retain his autonomy in the face of British officiousness and interference. In 1904 Baroda had

been forced to request permission from Lord Curzon, whom he loathed, to travel to Europe for

his health; having received this permission, he deliberately refused to return in time to welcome

the Prince and Princess of Wales to Baroda when they toured India in 1905. Capping this snub,

in the face of intense British disapproval Baroda continued to hire brilliant young Indian officials

openly in favour of India’s independence; his wife and children were outspokenly anti-British.

Though Sayajirao had already been called into the India Office to discuss the ’disloyalty’ of his

attitude, like a truant child, until 1911 any incident had been avoided which might crystallize the



hostility building up between the British and Baroda.The Maharaja arrived at the amphitheatre

on the morning of 12December wearing Baroda court dress, a long double-breasted coat of

fine, patterned muslin, tied at the side, over a pink and gold brocade tunic and plain white

trousers, tight round the calves and loose from the knee up. A large plume of diamonds blazed

in his neat, brick-red pugree (type of turban; see Glossary) and he wore a pearl and diamond

collar. Quite deliberately, on this occasion, he had left off the ceremonial jewelled sword,

carrying a gold-topped cane instead. He also neglected to wear the pale-blue satin sash and

diamond Star of India, the highest imperial order. When he sat down in the front row of the

maharajas’ enclosure, he handed his necklace to his unadorned youngest son, Dhairyashil,

sitting behind him. It was an inauspicious start.The British liked their maharajas dazzling. The

court outfit of the Maharaja of Patiala’s son was a silk turban draped with strings of pearls and

set with a diadem. Around his neck hung a collar of diamonds and four or five other diamond

and emerald necklaces. His coat was fastened by diamond buttons, his wrists encircled by

diamond bracelets, his waist bound by a diamond belt and a gold lame scarf held together with

a single fist-sized emerald. To appear without this brilliant display on the day of the durbar, just

as when he wore European instead of Indian dress to official functions, was an assertion of

Baroda’s personal taste: unlike most maharajas, he seldom wore jewels, and resented being

expected to do so to please the British. It was also intended to be, and was seen as, a

calculated affront.During the ceremony, each prince was to pay individual obeisance to the

King-Emperor, approaching the marble dais, bowing three times, and reversing back to his

seat. No one was ever permitted to turn their back on the King-Emperor. Baroda was third in

order of precedence after Hyderabad and Mysore. When his turn came, he approached the

dais jauntily, his walking-stick swinging, and bowed only once, perfunctorily, before turning

around and returning to his seat. A newsreel cinematograph shows him looking confused as he

retreated, perhaps because he had not bothered to attend the rehearsal. Some accounts

reported he waved his stick at the King and Queen, but this was not true. His approach was not

dramatically dissimilar from those of the men who preceded and followed him. But there had

been definite intent in his defiance of the ceremony’s conventions, and this had not passed

unnoticed.Later that evening, as he strolled through the gaily twinkling campsites of Coronation

Park, the Maharaja stopped at the castellated camp gates of his friend, the Governor of

Bombay, Sir George Clarke. Pointedly, he was told Clarke was not ‘at home’ to him. The next

morning, an Indian friend, Gopal Krishna Gokhale — one of the founders of the Indian National

Congress (later the political party Congress) and an early mentor of Mohandas Gandhi —

rushed into the Baroda camp, beneath the wind-blown orange bunting, and told the Maharaja

that his bow, or lack thereof, had been taken as an insult to their Majesties. Baroda, aware the

damage had been done, took advice from his Resident and wrote immediately to apologize to

the Viceroy. Hardinge, a stickler for etiquette (especially where it concerned him; in this case,

he saw an insult to the King as an insult to his own person) and already furious because the

Maharaja had not stood up when he (Hardinge) entered the room on a previous occasion,

refused at first to accept it. There were calls for Baroda’s deposition, even his deportation; at

the very least, said many, his gun salute should be reduced.While the Maharaja pondered the

price of disloyalty, not everyone in the Baroda camp was worried about political niceties.

Baroda’s beautiful, wilful daughter, Indira, was unconcerned by the furore her father’s

demonstration had caused. In a month she was due to become the second wife of an

immensely rich maharaja. The arranged match, uniting two powerful kingdoms, was a source

of great satisfaction to her parents. Her trousseau lay ready in silken piles in her rooms in the

rambling palace at Baroda. But Indira spent her time at the Durbar not with her family and



fiance, but in the camp of her school friends, Princesses Prativa and Sudhira of Cooch Behar,

nicknamed Pretty and Baby.Cooch Behar, far off in the north-east of India, was a lush, remote

state whose glamorous ruling family was immensely popular with the British. As a family, they

‘had the gifts of good looks and high style’. Elegant Maharaja Nripendra Narayan, who had

died two months earlier, had served as ADC (aide-de-camp) to King Edward VII; his third son,

Victor, was named for his godmother, Queen Victoria.The degree of the Cooch Behars’

integration into British society and manners was unique among Indian princely dynasties.

Though several maharajas had, by the early twentieth century, decided that European polish

was essential if they were to be well treated by the British (and several more decided that they

liked the freedom, flowing alcohol and loose women available abroad) most retained their

familiar habits at home and never lost their reserve with the British ruling classes. The Cooch

Behars, though their state was geographically remote, traditional in custom and relatively

unimportant politically, were in England well-known members of Edwardian high society in

England.The Cooch Behars were as unorthodox in religious matters as they were well

connected in Britain. Despite her prominence on the social scenes of Calcutta, Darjeeling and

London, the Maharani of Cooch Behar, Sunity Devi, was a devoted member of the Brahmo

Samaj, a Hindu reform movement that sought to fuse eastern and western cultures and

membership of which made her and her family literally outcasts in the eyes of traditional

Hindus like the Barodas.Pretty and Baby had been to boarding school in Eastbourne, on

England’s south coast, with Indira of Baroda. It was only natural that on seeing her in Delhi the

Cooch Behar princesses should ask Indira to visit their camp. There she met their tall,

handsome second brother, Prince Jitendra, ‘like some kind of fairy-tale prince, splendid-looking

and full of charm, impulsive, generous, and amusing company’.Twenty-five-year-old Jit (as he

was known) was the most engaging of the seven Cooch Behar children, with a slangy Etonian

manner, a ready smile and ‘astonishing grace in everything he did’. A member of the elite

Imperial Cadet Corps which had escorted the King and Queen to their thrones on durbar day,

he wore its gold-embroidered, knee-length ivory coat and sky-blue sash and turban with

panache.As they danced together — itself a scandal, since only very sophisticated Indians

danced in the European style; it was considered immodest — Jit asked Indira why she looked

so sad. If she was about to be married, he said, she ‘should be over the moon’. ‘I’m miserable

because I’m getting married,’ she replied.‘Well, why don’t you marry me?’ came Jit’s response.

What started as a throwaway comment developed quickly into a whirl-wind romance that would

scandalize the community into which they had been born and mark the beginning of social

changes that would transform it entirely. During the bustle and furore of the Durbar, in the

freshness of the desert mornings or in the evenings, when electric lights gradually turned the

campsite into an illuminated fairyland, Indira and Jit took advantage of their nearness to steal

away for snatched hours together, defying her parents’ wishes and convention. Again and

again Indira ignored her parents’ warnings to have nothing to do with ‘certain people’, and

returned in secret to the Cooch Behar camp to meet her lover and plan their future.Five days

after Baroda’s ‘inadequate obeisance’ had caused such a scandal, Madhavrao Scindia, the

Maharaja of Gwalior, stout and self-important, came to visit his prospective father-in-law at the

Baroda campsite. Unaware that his fiancée had fallen in love with another man, he called

informally to offer his support and to say goodbye to the family; he would see them all in a few

weeks when he came to Baroda to marry Indira. Later that day, the Barodas and their

attendants boarded their private train south. Some hours into the journey, Sayajirao received

an express telegram from the Maharaja of Gwalior, still in Delhi, that read, ’WHAT DOES THE

PRINCESS MEAN BY HER LETTER?‘Indira had left a letter for her intended husband before



leaving Coronation Park. Without consulting her parents, she had informed Gwalior that she

could not marry him, and that their wedding, years in the planning and scheduled to take place

in just over a month, was off. When questioned, Indira calmly answered that she had indeed

written to Scindia cancelling the wedding, and explained it was because she was in love with,

and engaged to, Jit Cooch Behar.Her parents were aghast. Jit’s elder brother had just

ascended the Cooch Behar gaddi, so Jit was unlikely ever to become maharaja himself and

their beautiful, intelligent daughter would never be a maharani in her own right. Even worse

than this disappointment, for the proud Barodas, was the dishonour of a connection with the

Cooch Behars. Though the family were kshatriyas, the warrior caste to which all Indian rulers

belonged, Cooch Behar was only a small 13-gun salute state. Their bloodline, admittedly far

more ancient than the Gaekwads‘, was deemed (by India’s purer princely families) tainted over

centuries of intermarriage with princesses from the tribal kingdoms that bordered them in the

foothills of the Himalayas. Finally, and most importantly, Sayajirao and Chimnabai considered

the Cooch Behars overly Anglicized - as Brahmos, they weren’t even proper Hindus - and,

what was worse, fast.Marriages in princely India were not affairs of the heart but affairs of

state, arranged on behalf of the bride and groom by their parents and governments. Two years

earlier, after meeting the seventeen-year-old Indira in London, Maharaja Madhavrao Scindia of

Gwalior had asked the Maharaja of Baroda for Indira’s hand in marriage. Extensive

negotiations, consultations and comparisons of horoscopes complete, Sayajirao, hugely

gratified, accepted Scindia’s proposal on his daughter’s behalf.The match would be a union

between two of India’s most important princely states. Baroda and Gwalior were two of the five

states accorded the highest ceremonial honours of the British Empire in recognition of their pre-

eminent wealth and political influence. The states were relatively close to each other

geographically, Baroda in Gujarat on the western side of India and Gwalior in the northern

centre. Both families were descended from eighteenth-century generals who had helped the

Marathas conquer central India. That these two powerful states should be joined by marriage

was a source of pleasure and pride to both maharajas. Madhavrao Scindia doted on his

spirited, beautiful bride-to-be; Sayajirao of Baroda was delighted to ensure that his only

daughter and favourite child would be married to one of India’s premier princes, her future

security and position assured.Thirty-four-year-old Gwalior was much respected by the British.

An earlier viceroy, Lord Curzon, had told Queen Victoria in 1900 that he was the most

intelligent and promising of the younger princes. In contrast E. M. Forster, for a time secretary

to the Maharaja of Dewas Senior, thought Scindia ‘in private life an insolent and surly buffoon

and in public a militarist and an obscurantist’, and noted his well-known penchant for tiresome

practical jokes. One April Fool’s Day, recalled another British visitor approvingly, ‘Our poached

eggs were made of stone, our matches were duds, our cigarettes exploded, our ham

sandwiches were lined with pink flannel, our chairs were uncertain, and when we came to play

bridge in the evening our pencils boasted rubber points!’Lieutenant-Colonel Dunlop Smith was

more positive. He considered Scindia ‘able, ambitious, and most energetic, thoroughly loyal,

but resentful of any interference by either Government or the Gwalior Resident’. When the

‘interference’ took the form of an official reprimand for removing his pugree after the Viceroy

had left a reception, it is small wonder that the Maharaja occasionally allowed his frustration to

show. Gwalior initially made every effort to cooperate with the British, trying hard to win their

approval and friendship. But the British, with ’their arrogance and prejudice, managed to

alienate them [the princes]. Even the most broad-minded of them tended to be excessively

sensitive, and the line between subservience and an acceptable level of familiarity was very

thin.‘Scindia later named his two children George and Mary after George V and Queen Mary,



but his daughter-in-law said this was only outwardly a token of his esteem for the King-

Emperor. ‘No one ever dared to call them by these names in his hearing’; they were always

called by their Indian names. George - or Jivajirao - ‘never set foot in England so long as the

English were ruling India’. Scindia’s policy towards the British was, as his family’s always had

been, one of intense distrust masked by extravagant courtesy. Only the British seemed to think

his politesse was sincere. Certainly the nationalist Sayajirao wouldn’t have wanted his daughter

to marry a prince in the pocket of the Government of India.Another point in his favour was that

Scindia was immensely rich - almost as rich as Baroda himself. His vast palace in Gwalior, Jai

Vilas, or Home of Victory, was built for the Prince of Wales’s visit to India in 1876. The two

crystal chandeliers in the hall, the larger boasting 248 candles, were so heavy that twelve

elephants had been led up on to the roof of the hall while it was being built to ensure it was

strong enough to bear their weight. They illuminated a mirror-filled durbar hall 50 feet wide by

90 feet long, and 40 feet high. A small silver electric train ran round the huge dining table,

stopping in front of diners to dispense port, chocolates and cigarettes. At either end of the

room stood marble busts of King George and Queen Mary, garlanded, on feast days, with

golden marigolds.Despite the lip-service paid to the Empire, Gwalior was run on decidedly

traditional lines. ‘There seems to be a great deal more servility here than in any state I have

been in,’ commented one of the Maharaja’s British guests in 1918. ‘Everybody spends all his

time in our presence bent to the ground.’ Deference approaching worship was the normal

attitude to the prince and his family in every Indian state; the greeting for a member of an

Indian royal family was the deeply respectful mujira, bowing low to the ground and touching the

royal feet. Gwalior was not unusual in receiving this homage from his people.In the summer of

1911, after her engagement to Gwalior had been announced, Indira visited London with her

parents. Her exotic beauty and background made her the darling of the gossip columns.

Scindia threw a lavish party to celebrate their betrothal at Ranelagh Gardens. Indira spent her

days in the city’s shops, putting together her trousseau, part of which included furniture and

heavy Irish linen sheets embroidered with the initials I S, for Indira Scindia, beneath a

coronet.2 But her mood was too restless, too brooding, for an excited young bride-to-be. She

returned home that autumn distracted and thoughtful.Though she had consented to the match,

Indira did not see the desirable suitor her father presented to her, but a blustering, stout man

twice her age. She was unusually well educated for a woman, Indian or British, born in the late-

Victorian period, and had inherited the intellectual curiosity that marked both her parents; but

Scindia made no secret of his disdain for the life of the mind. Finally, and decisively, he failed to

win her emotionally.The fact that Gwalior already had a wife might not have put Indira off if the

situation had been handled sensitively. Although her father was opposed to polygamy in

principle and committedly monogamous in practice, most Indian princes at the turn of the

twentieth century had several wives as well as a harem of concubines living in their palace’s

zenana, or women’s quarters. Although often attributed to Muslim influence, polygamy had

been a part of princely life in India for many centuries, ensuring an ample supply of male heirs

and acting as binding alliances between states. Out of deference to local custom, the British

had never made an effort to legislate against it. Indira might have hoped to be the most senior

maharani in a zenana, but she would not have expected to be the only maharani there,

whichever prince she married.Scindia’s first wife, Chinku Raje, had not produced a son, and so

he looked for another bride. Indira fitted the bill perfectly: she was young (thus fertile) and not

only of the right caste and clan but from the only Maratha family the Scindias considered their

equals. She was also a future queen to her fingertips, beautiful, charming and assured. From

her father’s point of view, the fact that Scindia’s existing wife had not borne him an heir meant



that if Indira did, she would take precedence over his first wife. Sons were far more important

than wives’ feelings or husbands’ affections. For his part, Gwalior believed he was in love with

Indira, swearing he could not marry her if she did not love him, declaring he already had one

marriage of convenience and did not want another; but he never promised her the moon.From

Gwalior’s point of view, their marriage had to be a business arrangement as well as a romance.

Regardless of whether or not he loved Indira there were conventions to be obeyed and

obligations to be met. Indira’s primary duty as maharani would be to produce an heir, and to

that end Gwalior would visit her apartments regularly. But he could not neglect his first wife —

her family, to whom he was now bound as her husband, and who had paid him a large dowry

on the marriage, would object — and he would not want to neglect his mistresses, one of the

accepted pleasures of his rank. During the negotiations for the marriage, Scindia sent his aide-

de-camp to discuss with Indira’s family the day-to-day regime under which she would be living

as his wife, when she would be known as Second Her Highness. They would ride together at

dawn on Mondays, Indira was informed, and he would spend the night with her on Thursdays.

The other evenings were reserved for his first wife and mistresses.Living in purdah, Indira

would not see her husband — or any other man, including her beloved brothers - at other

times. She would have her own apartments on the women’s side of the palace and a generous

allowance, but no freedom. In Urdu, the word purdah means curtain, behind which a woman

must always be hidden. The seclusion of women of high status had been a feature of Indian

society before the first Muslim invasions in the twelfth century, but under Mogul rule from the

fifteenth to the eighteenth centuries it had grown more rigid.By the late nineteenth century,

purdah meant the domestic segregation of men and women and the prohibition of women

being seen in public or, sometimes, even leaving their homes. After marriage, a bride would

move into her husband’s family home, where she was often discouraged from retaining contact

with her own family, and was not allowed to meet anyone except the other women and children

of the zenana. The only man she would see was her husband, and then only when he chose.

For his part, he lived freely. Fidelity was not part of his marriage contract. But a woman’s

chastity was intimately connected to her family’s honour, and it was protected like treasure.

Men were thought incapable of controlling themselves in the presence of females; the purdah

was a woman’s defence against sexual predators and their own base instincts.For a princess

brought up in purdah, marrying a prince and moving into his zenana was simply the next stage

in her life, the start of her cloistered adulthood. For Indira it would have been incarceration. She

was as independent as she was wilful, and had no desire to be buried alive in the harem of a

man she did not love or respect. Her first response to the betrothal was to try to establish her

power within the relationship, and a measure of control over her future life. She ‘refuses to

keep purdah, insists on six months [each year] in Europe, and even, so report says, demands

the key of the Treasury, besides a written guarantee that any boy of hers shall succeed to the

throne,’ noted an observer.As long as her emotions were not engaged elsewhere, however,

Indira was willing to go ahead with the match regardless of her feelings for Gwalior. It was her

duty, and her parents, despite their liberalism, had always instilled in her the importance of

doing one’s duty. But duty would take second place when love entered the equation.Indira and

Gwalior’s wedding was due to take place six weeks after the Durbar, on 25 January 1912.

Royal astrologers had been consulted to find the most auspicious date; ceremonial routes for

the procession through Baroda had been mapped, houses along the way had been

whitewashed, and leafy arches to welcome the bridegroom already hung over the streets.

Hundreds of guests had been invited. Invitations were often works of art in themselves: when a

princess from Jaipur married in 1910, the invitation, illustrated like a manuscript illumination,



arrived ‘enclosed in a long bag of red silk embroidered with gold and closed at the mouth with

a heavy seal of wax’. Colourful street decorations and traditional festivities, like elephant fights,

displays of gymnastics, cheetah hunts and fireworks were also planned.But 25 January

dawned, and passed without event. Word went out that the marriage had been postponed

‘entirely for personal reasons’, a sign that Indira’s parents still hoped they could avert the

scandal of a broken betrothal and, still worse, an elopement. Not guessing the truth,

newspapers speculated that, shocked by Sayajirao’s behaviour at the Durbar, Scindia had

drawn back from the alliance. Behind closed doors the Barodas did all they could to persuade

Indira to change her mind but to no avail. Her heart was set on Jit, and his on her. Cupid, Jit

later wrote, ‘must have constructed a special arrow, dipped in a special love-potion, and given

his bow an extra severe twang, when he pierced that part of me which lies on the north-

western side of my body’.Behind closed doors, Indira sulked and raged by turns, declaring ‘that

she would give up Jit, marry someone in her own caste, leave him the day she was married

and go off to London or Paris and live as a divorcee’. Her mother, Maharani Chimnabai, ‘in

stern and appalled lectures’ made her feel ’so small, so despicable, so disloyal for having

disgraced her own family and, so to speak, let the whole side down that only the support and

affection of her brothers gave her a sense of proportion about the affair and lent her the

courage to stick to her guns‘.In August 1912 the Princess returned Scindia’s engagement ring

and other presents to him, expressing her sorrow at the outcome of events and emphasizing

her culpability. Gwalior’s letter back to her father was dignified and kind. He thanked Sayajirao

and Chimnabai for all their kindness and consideration for him, and wished Indira happiness

and prosperity with his ‘friend Cooch Behar, Jit’. He signed himself, ‘Your child’.‘Had such a

thing happened in earlier times Gwalior would have invaded Baroda with an army!’ fumed

Chimnabai when she read the letter, adding that her daughter would never marry Jit Cooch

Behar. ‘Outwardly the Maharaja of Gwalior took his disappointment bravely, but inwardly he

was greatly distressed,’ observed Sayaji’s friend, the Aga Khan. Still in need of a second wife

(and a son), Scindia married nine months later.Throughout that autumn and winter, on the

surface, life at the vast Baroda palace of Laxmi Vilas continued as usual. Chimnabai paid her

annual homage to the Cobra, Great Protector of Women, in the Nag Panchmi festival. Though

the Maharani lived in purdah, she was an important element of Baroda’s social and religious

fabric. Traditionally, women performed many essential Hindu ceremonies, ranging from daily

puja (prayers) for the family’s well-being, to initiation ceremonies for children as they grew up

and prayers and fasting for their husbands’ long lives, to annual events like this, in which

Chimnabai as the representative of Baroda’s women made an offering to the snake-god.

Additionally, in many states maharanis (and maharajas) performed Islamic as well as Hindu

ceremonies as a demonstration of inclusivity to their Muslim subjects.With the entire armed

forces of Baroda leading the procession, all the palace ladies were carried out to the marquee

on elephants, concealed behind curtains in their purdah howdahs, or elephant saddles. They

dismounted down elaborately curtained ladders and entered the marquee through a curtained

tunnel. There, surrounded by priests, the cast-off skin of a cobra was stretched out on a laurel

branch. Chimnabai bowed before the altar as the pandits chanted mantra after mantra and

offered the god flowers, sweets and ghee. Then Chimnabai retreated, joined hands with Indira,

who was wearing a large pearl nose ring, and the other ladies, and they all circled, singing,

round the dais.As the weather grew warmer, a highly jewelled Chimnabai fulfilled another of

her official roles, presiding over a ladies’ durbar during which the women of Baroda presented

their petitions to her just as their menfolk did to her husband. The Maharani reclined on a pile

of red velvet and gold cushions at one end of the vast golden hall. She wore a glowing rose-



coloured sari of Benares silk; diamond anklets and toe-rings glittered on her bare feet. The

supple silver figure of a dancer kept time to the sitar, veena and tabla played by a group of

women as Chimnabai’s visitors approached her and salaamed down to the ground with their

hands to their foreheads. Each woman offered Chimnabai a handful of tilgul, a sweet made

from cinnamon and molasses which was customarily given in springtime; in return paan, rice

and sugar cane, symbolic of good wishes, were distributed. At other times a servant poured

sesame seeds into the open hands of Chimnabai’s petitioners.Indira attended the durbar too,

but her mind was thousands of miles away. She was refusing to countenance other proposals

of marriage, turning down a South Indian raja, ‘most devoted, twice her age and smiled upon

by authority’ who she knew ’would give her a good time, as he liked Europe better than India’

but whom she could not accept because she loved Jit. Her persistent disobedience shocked

even British observers, but Indira stood firm.Jit’s allure was as compelling as it was heady. For

Indira, brought up in an environment where duty always took first place, Jit, ‘the most spoiled of

them all because he had such winning ways’, represented a glamorous new world, a thrilling

mixture of exoticism and western modernity, with its strong cocktails and uninhibited new

dances. A whiff of pleasurable scandal clung to the reputation of the Cooch Behar family, like

the daring music-hall songs they sang by the piano in the palace’s white and gold drawing

room. Jit’s love letters to Indira from this period were ‘full of descriptions of the enticing life in

Cooch Behar and of the festivities of the winter in Calcutta, the spring in Darjeeling [the

nearest hill-station to Cooch Behar], the gaiety, the balls, the fancy-dress parties, the visits of

polo teams, the cricket matches, and the big-game shoots’.By February 1913, after over a year

of clandestine correspondence with Jit, and unchanging opposition to him from her parents,

Indira could stand the stalemate no longer. From her bedroom in Laxmi Vilas, she wrote

formally to her father saying that she wished to be married in Calcutta on 18 March, and

planned to leave Baroda three days earlier. She still hoped for her parents’ consent, but it was

clear that she had decided she could wait no longer.Permission was not granted, and Indira

began searching for an alternative route to freedom. Her main problem was that, although she

belonged to one of the richest families in the world, she had no access to any money of her

own. Her valuable jewellery was state property, and had to be signed out by the state treasurer

every time she wore it; her allowance was generous but meticulously itemized, and anything

she did not spend had to be returned. She knew her father would cut her off if she ran away. Jit

could not help: as a second son, he had no money either. ‘How money or its need spoils

happiness,’ she lamented. They would have to find another way.Meanwhile, Indira’s brother

Jayasinh was married that February, his happiness a sharp contrast to her own predicament.

His wedding was celebrated with all the customary flourish and fanfare, including a

performance by Baroda’s celebrated troupe of trained emerald-green parrots. They rode

bicycles, turned somersaults, fired miniature silver cannons, loaded cameras and took

photographs, drove each other in tiny carriages and pairs, swung through hoops and shot

arrows with little bows; one even played a piano while another danced. The festivities

culminated with a riotous mêlée inside the guarded palace gates — everyone involved in the

wedding from Maharani Chimnabai down to the Barodas’ youngest son, ‘that young villain,

Dhairyashil’, wildly throwing red powder over everyone else as fireworks exploded overhead.

The madness lasted, recorded an unamused (and crimson-stained) Miss Tottenham,

Chimnabai’s English companion and lady-in-waiting, until four in the morning, when the

bridegroom’s party finally claimed victory.Colonel Impey, as Resident the official representative

of the Government of India in Baroda, reported back to Calcutta soon after Jayasinh’s wedding.

‘The Gaekwad has been largely occupied with the affairs of his family,’ he observed. Sayajirao



was, he said, in poor health, failing to attend more than one of the numerous ceremonies at the

wedding and a few minutes at the banquet, where the dewan (chief minister) read his speech

for him. This speech, however, was satisfactorily laced with declarations of attachment to

George V and the British Empire. ‘I mention this fact as in my previous report [in October 1912]

I alluded to another speech in which the Gaekwad had let slip an opportunity of expressing in

public his loyalty and the necessity of loyalty.’ The British were keeping a close eye on

Sayajirao after his disappointing behaviour at the Durbar.Indira’s chance came in April, when

the Barodas received reluctant permission to sail to Europe for Sayajirao’s health; they planned

to take her with them in the hopes of distracting her. She and Jit plotted that he would meet her

in Bombay, where she and her parents were due to embark. He would then take her to Calcutta

where they would be married. In her apartments in the rambling palace at Baroda, amid the

piles of trunks and packing cases overflowing with gilt-edged saris and peignoirs trimmed with

coffee-coloured Brussels lace, the princess smoked cigarette after cigarette, planning her

escape.A telegram ordering Jit not to come to Bombay was dispatched to Cooch Behar from

Baroda before the family left for Bombay on 13 April, but it arrived too late. When they reached

Bombay Sayajirao summoned Jit to the marble durbar hall in his palace, Jaya Mahal. In a

gallery above, the Maharani watched from behind a thin bamboo screen. Jit entered, walked

the great empty length of the room towards Sayajirao, and bowed. ‘I wish you to know that it is

quite impossible for me to allow you to marry my daughter. It can never be, and my attitude will

never change,’ said the Maharaja. ‘It is very hard,’ replied Jit slowly. The interview was over.

Afterwards Chimnabai spoke to Jit briefly, and he asked to see Indira for a last time. They were

granted five minutes together.Later in the afternoon, a surprisingly cheerful Indira went to her

dressmaker‘s, accompanied by her mother’s English companion, Miss Tottenham, who had

been instructed not to let her out of her sight. Coming out of the fitting room, the princess

kissed the modiste overly fondly. ’Should I have been warder there also?‘ wondered Miss

Tottenham. When they reached Jaya Mahal, she realized her mistake. Indira had given the

seamstress a letter for Jit, which had been brought to Chimnabai and Sayajirao by a servant

loyal to them. In it, she outlined her plan — hatched during their brief meeting that morning —

to escape the palace with Jit’s help and make her way to his hotel.That night, the palace was

guarded only by the Maharaja’s most trusted servants. Indira could be seen in her room pacing

restlessly to and fro in front of the window, as if she were waiting for someone. An hour before

midnight, Jit did try to enter the palace grounds, but was apprehended and turned away. Miss

Tottenham escorted Indira to the boat at nine o‘clock the next morning, and kept a close watch

on her before the gangplank was drawn up lest she tried to escape.On board the ship, a

despondent Indira read in the newspapers the reports of her forthcoming nuptials, already

announced by the Cooch Behars to the Calcutta press.Great preparations are in progress at

‘Woodlands’, Calcutta, the residence of the Maharajah of Cooch Behar, for the wedding of

Maharaj Kumar Jitendra Narayun, the brother of the Maharajah, and Princess Indira, the only

daughter of His Highness the Gaekwar. The marriage will take place on Monday next. The

bridegroom is very popular in sporting circles in Calcutta.Sayajirao and Chimnabai were

furious about the misleading publicity. If the Maharani met her daughter as they took their

evening walks on deck, she would hiss biting words to her in Marathi, or cut her altogether.

Indira, with a note of hysteria in her forced laughter, tried to ignore her parents in the confined

space of the liner. The newspaper reports had made her a celebrity on board, and she was

protected by admirers advocating her romantic cause who objected to obedient Miss

Tottenham checking all Indira’s shore-bound telegrams and trying to enforce a bedtime of 10

p.m. ‘It’s Father’s own fault,’ Indira told Miss Tottenham desperately. ‘I could have married at



sixteen, but Father said I was too young and should wait longer so that I might have a voice in

the matter myself.’ Picking up her gold tongue-scraper, she went on, ‘Now I taste all the

bitterness of life. I make my own choice, and yet here I am a prisoner.’The Barodas, relieved to

have given Jitendra the slip and hoping their stay on the Continent would distract their

recalcitrant daughter, disembarked in France and after a short stay in Paris went to Evian-les-

Bains. As usual when the Maharaja was away from India, a man from Scotland Yard was

trailing Sayajirao, who, it was feared, was in contact with Indian nationalists living in Europe.

These revolutionaries-in-waiting found it easier to agitate for independence at a safe distance

from the vigilance of the Government of India. With his reputation of sympathy for

‘insurrectionists’, the Maharaja was considered too powerful a symbol for the nationalists, who

saw him as a potential leader of an independent India, to leave unwatched while he toured

Europe. The detective noticed a suspiciously bearded man hanging around the Barodas’ hotel

and assiduously reported it back to the India Office. But it was no rebel or enemy of the

Empire, just a clandestine lover, newly landed in Europe, making contact with his princess in

her high tower. If Chimnabai and Sayajirao had thought that taking Indira away from India

would loosen the bond between her and Jit Cooch Behar, they were wrong.2Thirty years

earlier, it would have been inconceivable that a princess should defy her parents and society’s

accepted order as Indira had done, but — for all their disapproval of their daughter’s rebellion

— the Princess of Baroda was every inch the product of her parents’ marriage. In its own way,

and for its times, the union of Chimnabai and Sayajirao Gaekwad was as unconventional as

Indira intended hers should be.Indira’s mother, Chimnabai, had married the Maharaja of

Baroda in an arranged marriage in 1885 when she was fourteen. An Indian prince or princess

in the nineteenth century did not expect to marry for love; Indira’s determination to do so was

astonishing even three decades later. In this culture, where wives might be discarded for not

bearing sons and dying on their husbands’ funeral pyre was seen as a privilege, love and

affection counted for less than duty, honour and tradition. Marriage was seen as a dynastic

arrangement, forged between families or states — not individuals. Love followed the wedding

ceremony, rather than developing before it; the feelings of the bride and groom were

irrelevant.‘There is no other god on earth for a woman than her husband,’ states the

Padmapurana, a Hindu text dating to AD 750. ‘The most excellent of all the good works that

she can do is to seek to please him by manifesting perfect obedience to him. Therein should lie

her sole rule of life.’ The highest religious dharma, or observance, was pativrata, a wife’s

complete devotion to her husband, whatever his sins or faults. ‘Let his defects be what they

may, let his wickedness be what it may, a wife should always look upon him as her god, she

should lavish on him all her attention and care, paying no heed whatsoever to his character

and giving him no cause whatsoever for displeasure.’Contemporary westerners either deplored

or idealized the Indian attitude to women and marriage. Feminists such as the investigative

journalist Katherine Mayo, in her incendiary MotherIndia,published in 1929, railed against what

they saw as the injustice and nigh-bestial depravity of Indian society. ‘We husbands often make

our wives so unhappy that we might well fear that they would poison us,’ Mayo cites a typical

Indian husband as saying. ‘Therefore did our wise ancestors make the penalty of widowhood

so frightful - in order that the woman may not be tempted.’Traditional moralists in the Victorian

mould, on the other hand, saw much to admire in the Indian woman, who served her man with

such strength and dignity. One of the numerous books on India written by former British civil

servants and soldiers there quotes a letter from a Hindu wife to her husband:I could not forget

you, for you are to me what the broad deep sea is to the fish... Why do you praise me so

much? I am not worthy of praise. Nor could I become estranged from you. You alone are my



lord and master, you alone can fathom the depths of my heart and understand its desires. For

me there is not your equal in the world.As this devoted letter shows, love did exist in Indian

society; but it was expected to come only after marriage. The idea of romance now paramount

in western society had no Indian equivalent except in extramarital affairs between, for example,

a prince and a courtesan, or a neglected young wife and a humble but adoring gardener who

dared not approach her. Tales of passion unrequited, thwarted and doomed are still the

mainstay of Indian cinema, but love was what grew between a husband and wife over the

years, rooted in the shared life they built together.In arranged marriages between royal houses,

cultural, political and financial issues were even more important than for ordinary citizens, and

traditional customs were followed with still greater rigidity. Matchmakers and astrologers

checked that clan lineages were pure and horoscopes compatible. Dowries, ‘burdens of pride’,

were pitilessly negotiated in inverse proportion to the bride’s status and beauty.A suitable

future maharani was young, sometimes as young as four or five and never more than a year or

two into her teens, fertile and preferably pale-skinned. Her family would be of the ruling warrior

caste, kshatriya, to which all princely and aristocratic families belonged. Hindu society is

divided into four castes: brahmins, traditionally priests; kshatriya, warriors or rulers; vaisya,

merchants; and shudra, farmers. Beneath these were the untouchables (today known as dalits)

who performed the menial tasks the upper castes scorned, like sweeping, leather tanning and

latrine cleaning. There were also thousands of subdivisions of each caste, called jatis. Losing

caste — through intermarriage, travelling across the ‘black water’, or ocean, carrying the

corpse of someone from another caste, or even eating food prepared by someone from the

wrong caste — was the gravest dishonour not just for an individual, but for his or her entire

family. These rigid proscriptions were part of the reason it was so hard for the British to

assimilate into Hindu society; they maintained a social status quo that had existed for

thousands of years. The British, themselves no strangers to hierarchical social systems, saw

caste distinctions as a valuable method of social control and made no effort to weaken them.A

future maharani must also belong to the right clan, which denotes tribal affiliation rather than

social station. The Gaekwads of Baroda were Marathas, a fierce people who occupied the high

plateau country inland from what is now Mumbai. Marathas held themselves to be superior to

the effete Rajputs of northern India and the jungly tribal kingdoms of the north-east. For their

part, the ancient Rajput clans, many of whom claimed descent from the gods and who had

dominated northern India since before the Mogul conquest, considered the Marathas peasant

upstarts.The first and greatest Maratha leader, Shivaji, defied Mogul authority in the

seventeenth century and as Mogul power declined in the eighteenth century, the Marathas

united to form a confederacy under a handful of warlords, the Gaekwads of Baroda, the

Scindias of Gwalior, the Holkars of Indore, the Peshwas of Poona and the Bhonsles of Nagpur.

Growing increasingly powerful, the warlike Maratha dynasties began to dominate central India

until their land, much of it seized from the old Rajput dynasties, stretched down from the south-

western edge of the Himalayas across the Deccan to the great southern kingdoms of Mysore

and Hyderabad. This put them on a collision course with the British East India Company, also

intent on controlling north India. A series of Maratha wars ended in 1818 with British

acceptance of the Maratha dynasties, but at the price of their recognition of British suzerainty.

The Marathas relinquished their ambition of succeeding the Moguls as overlords of India

reluctantly, if at all.Chimnabai, as a young and beautiful Maratha kshatriya, was eminently

suitable to become Maharaja Sayajirao’s maharani. Their wedding was marked by all the

customary celebrations. There were demonstrations of equitation and swordsmanship,

wrestling matches, horse races, performances by schoolchildren, animal displays, traditional



dances, fireworks and a ploughing competition. There was a huge feast, and a procession

through Baroda’s streets in which horses and elephants were caparisoned with richly

embroidered velvets and cloth-of-gold, and wore headdresses made from plumes of ostrich

feathers. Strings of gold coins were tied into the horses’ manes, and gold and silver bells

tinkled from gold-draped, silver-wheeled carts drawn by pairs of white bullocks. The Maharaja’s

elephant, presented to him by Queen Victoria, carried a howdah of solid gold, encrusted with

blazing jewels which required twenty-four men to hoist it up on to the animal’s back. At the end

of the day, the elephant was rewarded for its efforts with a pint of sherry.But the nervous

fourteen-year-old bride did not watch any of the public displays in her honour and her face was

not glimpsed by the crowds cheering her name. Chimnabai would have seen her new home for

the first time from behind a heavy veil as she was led out of her closed train compartment and

into a little carriage like a ‘biscuit-tin on wheels’ drawn by two snow-white bullocks. As she was

driven to the rambling zenana of the crumbling white palace, Nazar Bagh, in which the ruling

family of Baroda lived, she was hidden behind tightly drawn curtains. She would not have

expected ever to look openly at the outside of the palace in which she would spend the rest of

her life.Forbidden to all men and most foreigners, zenanas were places of mystery and

enchantment. The correct elevation of a zenana’s garden walls was high enough ‘that no man

standing on an elephant can overlook them’. An intrepid English traveller, Fanny Parks, visited

a zenana in Calcutta in the 1830s and was unsurprised that no men were permitted inside it,

because the ladies’ apparel ‘consisted of one long strip of Benares gauze [expensive silk

gauze from Varanasi, with an almost iridescent sheen to its brilliant colours] of thin texture, with

a gold border, passing twice round the limbs, with the end thrown over the shoulder. The dress

was rather transparent, almost useless as a veil: their necks and arms were covered with

jewels.’ Parks also noted how curious the cloistered women were about the outside world. They

observed all comings and goings through screens, and knew everyone’s name and business.

‘They were very inquisitive; requested me to point out my husband, inquired how many children

I had, and asked a thousand questions.’Zenanas rang with the sounds of music and song,

children playing, whispers, chatter and the tinkling of anklets; there was scarcely a moment of

solitude. In the mid nineteenth century, the women of the royal zenana at Oudh (the area

around Lucknow) whiled away their days with archery, reading and reciting poetry, or riding

ponies in their lush walled garden. They had a large silver swing, which was especially

pleasant in the humidity of the monsoon; they resembled dazzling parakeets in a cage as they

swung, silk-swathed, behind their high walls. Languid by night, they smoked hookahs, or

indulged, heavy-lidded, in opium, taken daily as a syrup from the poppies in their garden and

rolled by hand into edible black pellets.The uninterrupted monotony of life behind zenana walls

often bred deception and quarrels in royal households, especially where a prince had more

than one wife. Rival ranis and courtesans plotted against each other, encouraged by their

servants and guardian eunuchs. ‘A common complaint is, “Such a one has been practising

witchcraft against me.” If the husband make a present to one wife, even if it be only a basket of

mangoes, he must make the same exactly to all the other wives to keep the peace.’ The very

architecture of zenanas — cramped, unlit rooms, a maze of narrow passages and staircases,

‘the ever present screens of marble tracery that may hide or reveal so much’ - fed this

impression: ’all these things breathe of plot and counter-plot, league and intrigue‘.But for all the

scheming that could develop in this enclosed world, old women looking back on zenana life

after its demise remembered zenanas as places of companionship and warmth, of mutual

support rather than repression. ‘Zenana life, for all its limitations, had profound and solid

compensations, too.’ There were strict rules about behaviour — a junior wife could never look a



more senior zenana woman in the face, for example - but these were customs with which every

bride would have been acquainted from childhood in her own home.Chimnabai was lucky that

Sayajirao had no other wife waiting to welcome her to Baroda. As a legacy of his British

education, Sayajirao believed passionately in monogamy in a world where polygamy was

universally accepted. She still had to face the ladies of the zenana, but being the Maharaja’s

only wife granted her automatic status. Her proud Maratha blood gave her strength. Many

years later, her niece said that being a Maratha woman, she hated ‘to beg or say Yes, Yes, to

everything which does not agree to my view, I don’t say that I am always right but I will not give

in to please anybody or to gain anything’: it might have been Chimnabai herself

talking.Chimnabai’s bridegroom, waiting for her on the other side of the purdah, was a man

whose defining characteristic was his determination to govern Baroda well, and to show the

British that Indians were fit to rule themselves. As his friend the Aga Khan said, he ‘possessed

a sturdy independence of character, and the awareness that the honour and dignity which he

had inherited were not only his own personal right but were attributes indissociable from the

race and nation to which he belonged. For him, India always came first. Neither family nor class

nor creed mattered more than this simple, spontaneous, and all-embracing loyalty.’Though his

warm-hearted modesty of manner was enormously charming, all through his life Sayajirao held

himself aloof even from the people closest to him. This was the legacy of his unusual

upbringing.In 1870, Khanderao Gaekwad, the jovial and popular Maharaja of Baroda, died.

Flamboyant Khanderao had been unenthusiastic about administration but passionate about

jewels. In 1867 he bought one of the largest diamonds in the world, the 125-carat, rose-tinted

Star of the South; his armoury boasted a pair of solid silver cannon. Though the British

government might have preferred Khanderao to take a little more of an interest in the ruling of

his state, and a little less in his pleasures, for them he was, in many ways, an ideal maharaja.

He was popular with his people, and therefore his state was internally secure. He was also

loyal to the Government of India and compliant with their policies.His younger brother,

Malharrao, was a different story. Because Khanderao was childless, Malharrao was expected

to succeed him. In 1863 Malharrao had been found guilty of scheming to kill his brother and

take his place on the throne. He had paid a British sergeant to shoot Khanderao; when his plot

was discovered, Malharrao was imprisoned alone in a dark, narrow cell in a village outside

Baroda city. When Khanderao died seven years later, the British Resident, Colonel Barr, rode

out to Malharrao’s prison and invited him to the capital — but only as Regent. Khanderao’s

young bride, Jamnabai, was pregnant. No decision about the succession could be made until

Khanderao’s baby was born. If it was a boy, it would be king. If a girl, the Regent would become

maharaja.Malharrao had not sat in prison for all those years to be thwarted on his release by a

slip of a seventeen-year-old girl who might or might not have been carrying Baroda’s legitimate

heir in her belly. He hired sorcerers to kill Jamnabai, and had her food poisoned. But the steely

Jamnabai refused to eat anything she had not cooked herself, and slept with a dagger under

her pillow and a snarling dog tethered to the bedpost.Her baby, born in July 1871, was a girl.

Triumphant, Malharrao showered the streets of Baroda with gold coins. Jamnabai beat a

tactical retreat to Poona, but continued to barrage Colonel Phayre, the self-righteous British

Resident who had replaced Barr, with reports of Malharrao’s misrule, of rampant extortion,

torture and murder. Like Khanderao, Malharrao spent money liberally, casting a pair of cannons

in solid gold (trumping his brother’s silver pair) that weighed 280 lbs each, and commissioning

a large carpet woven entirely of pearls for a local temple, but which he then kept for himself On

a trip to Bombay in 1874, Malharrao admired a British Highland regiment so much that he

decided to dress one of his own battalions in the same way. Their kilts did not look quite right at



first, though, until the soldiers were given pink calico tights to cover up their incongruously

brown legs.Phayre was easily convinced of Malharrao’s unsuitability to rule, and keen to see

him dethroned. According to Phayre, Malharrao responded with characteristically underhand

methods, apparently spiking the Resident’s sherbet with a compound of arsenic and ground-up

diamonds. Phayre was dismissed in December 1874, but Malharrao was nevertheless deposed

on 10 April 1875 for misrule. The new Resident, Sir Richard Meade, agreed that Jamnabai,

now Queen Regent, could adopt a suitable boy to bring up as her dead husband’s heir. The

news that the Gaekwad throne waited for a young man to claim it spread through the

kingdom.The Gaekwad realm was the third richest in India. Baroda, flat and fertile, covering

8,000 square miles, was known as the garden of Gujarat. Cotton, millet, maize, opium poppies

and fruit trees flourished in its fields and orchards. In 1877, its population numbered more than

2 million people, mostly prosperous smallholders, with almost 90,000 in Baroda city. Baroda’s

army comprised 11,000 soldiers, larger than any other Maratha kingdom’s. Its annual tax

revenue was £2,000,000, of which the maharaja received one in every thirteen, an

astonishingly large annual income by any contemporary standards, though other accounts say

the Gaekwad took only one-tenth of Baroda’s revenue. Because the states were governed

absolutely, there was no constitutional limit on the maharajas’ privy purses; some princes took

as much as a third or a half of their states’ revenues for their private use.During the years of

Mogul rule, the first Gaekwad had seen a Muslim butcher drive a herd of cattle past his fort.

Horrified at the prospect of their slaughter (cows are sacred to Hindus), he opened a small side

door, or kavad, into the fort, into which the cows ran, escaping their persecutor. The words for

cow (gai) and door (kavad) were joined to create a name, Gaekwad, as a testament to his piety

in saving the cows, and courage in defying his country’s invaders. The Gaekwads, far from

trying to cover up their humble rural origins, were proud of their name and

background.Baroda’s association with the British forces in India began after the Maratha wars

and the final destruction of the Maratha armies in 1818. In 1857, Khanderao backed the British

in the Indian Mutiny, now recognized as the first step on the path to Indian independence.

Horrified by the violence and bloodshed of the rebellion — and determined to ensure that their

rule would never be challenged again — when peace was restored in 1858 the British

government claimed India for the first time as a subject land governed by a viceroy in the name

of the crown and a secretary of state answerable to Parliament in London. Three-fifths of the

subcontinent that had formerly been dominated by the East India Company now became

British India, ruled autocratically in eleven provinces by a multitude of British administrators

and soldiers as a colony of the British crown.The remaining two-fifths, covering a third of

India’s land mass and constituting perhaps a quarter of its population, were princely or ‘native’

states ruled by maharajas or nawabs in alliance with the British government. The states that

had remained loyal to Britain during the rebellion were seen as invaluable ’breakwaters in the

storm’ and a deliberate policy was followed by the British thereafter of ‘increasing the

consequence of, and placing trust in, the native chiefs’. As long as they paid taxes to the

Government of India, the maharajas were permitted to rule according to their traditional local

customs along broadly feudal lines, with the maharaja as absolute despot in his own lands.

They were subject to the British in two important areas. The British demanded control over the

princes’ foreign policies and forbad them from waging war independently; they also insisted on

certain administrative standards being met across the subcontinent.Good government, as

Viceroy Lord Mayo told the princes in 1858, with typically Victorian high-mindedness and

optimism, was key.If we support you in your power we expect in return good government. We

demand that everywhere through the length and breadth of Rajputana [roughly modern



Rajasthan), justice and order shall prevail; that every man’s property shall be secure; that the

traveller shall come and go in safety; that the cultivator shall enjoy the fruits of his labour and

the trader the fruits of his commerce; that you shall make roads and undertake the construction

of those works of irrigation which will improve the condition of the people and swell the

revenues of the states; that you shall encourage education and provide for the relief of the

sick.But though the declared intentions of the British were often admirable — and individual

soldiers and civil servants were frequently principled, sympathetic and knowledgeable - at

bottom every aspect of India’s government was dominated by the need to maintain Britain’s

moral, ideological and economic superiority over what they considered to be a subject

race.Arthur Balfour, discussing Britain’s troubled presence in Egypt in 1910, articulated the

fundamental argument for ruling over subject peoples without their consent: that empire was

justified by the advantages it conferred. ‘If it is our business to govern, with or without gratitude,

with or without the real and genuine memory of all the loss of which we have relieved the

population and no vivid imagination of all the benefits which we have given to them,’ he

demanded, ‘if that is our duty, how is it to be performed?’ In the same speech, he referred to

the British as the ‘dominant race’. This sentiment was a prerequisite for empire building. ‘We

happen to be the best people in the world,’ declared that arch-imperialist Cecil Rhodes, ‘with

the highest ideals of decency and justice and liberty and peace, and the more of the world we

inhabit, the better it is for humanity.’Though racism ran right through Indian society under the

British, the princes were secure with their boundaries, riches and privileges guaranteed by the

paramount power. They had only to toe the British line to retain their authority. But British

restraints on the princes’ foreign policies and the complete ban on warfare were hard for proud,

martial rulers to take. Psychologically, too, the British presence was a double-edged sword for

the princes. ‘We started feeling that they [the British] were essential to our survival,’ said one

former prince, ‘whereas originally it was we who had been essential for British survival.’This

almost unwitting Indian complicity in British rule is one of the most complex and controversial

aspects of Indian colonial history. The British governed India through a strange alchemy of

conviction, on their side, and an irresistible suspicion, on the Indians‘, that western civilization

was intrinsically superior to Indian culture — more modern and therefore more desirable. The

British and many of the Indians they ruled were in thrall to this illusion, and this is why, with a

proportionately tiny governing class (the Indian Civil Service numbered about 1,000; as late as

1921 there were only 156,000 white people in India), the British managed to maintain their

control. It was a conjuring trick, the emperor’s new clothes; and in the 1870s, only a few Indians

in princely India or British India had begun to consider the possibility that the emperor might be

naked.In the early summer of 1875, when the heat was becoming unbearable and the

monsoon was still months away, Maharani Jamnabai followed her Resident’s advice, and

summoned the men of the extended Gaekwad family to Baroda city with their sons, so that one

of them might be chosen to succeed her deposed brother-in-law.Kashirao, the headman of a

hamlet several days’ travel from Baroda city, took two of his sons and one of his nephews to

the state’s capital. Although he and his family were farmers, they were kshatriyas, of the warrior

caste, and distantly related to the ruling Gaekwad family. The four walked 300 miles from their

village to the palace, along interminable dusty tracks, past oxen drawing trickles of water up

from deep wells and brightly clad women working in the parched fields. Though there was a

new train line in Gujarat, they could not afford tickets.The three boys were asked individually

why they thought they had come to Baroda. The eldest replied, ‘To see the sights’; the

youngest wasn’t sure. The middle boy, Gopalrao, unhesitatingly declared, ‘I have come here to

rule.’ Another story describes the three unsophisticated boys sitting at dinner with the Maharani



and Sir Richard, unsure of how to eat in such grand surroundings. The eldest and youngest

were too bewildered and nervous to move; from beneath his eyelashes, Gopalrao watched

Jamnabai, and copied her. The astrologers confirmed Jamnabai and Meade’s choice. They

saw in Gopalrao’s stars ‘a powerful sovereignty, extension of territories, ever-increasing riches,

and the enjoyment of a rule unhampered by foes’.On 25 May 1875, Gopalrao was declared

Maharaja of Baroda. Two days later, he was formally adopted by Jamnabai, and given a new

name, Sayajirao. Resident Sir Richard Meade lifted him on to the gaddi — intended to

underline, should such a reminder be needed later, how directly Sayajirao was indebted to the

British for the ‘sudden flick of destiny’ that had catapulted him in the space of a few weeks from

a future as the middle son of a provincial farmer to ruler of one of India’s grandest and richest

states. All the traditional festivities of installation were observed: gifts were exchanged, gun

salutes fired, sugar distributed among the people, prisoners freed and the poor fed.Part of the

reason Sayajirao had been chosen was his obvious intelligence and good health (the Prince of

Wales was told that Jamnabai had chosen at random ‘a beautiful boy she had seen playing,

half-naked, in the alleyways’). ‘He is a small, delicately framed lad for his twelve years... with a

bright pleasant face.’ He looked adequate to the challenges ahead of him. These challenges

would be great, especially mentally, for, at twelve, Baroda’s new maharaja spoke only his native

Marathi, and could not read, write or count. The entire education of an ideal prince would have

to be packed into six years, including learning to speak fluent Gujarati and Hindi as well as

English, and the classical education the British deemed necessary.Sayajirao was installed in

the enormous old palace of Nazar Bagh. With him came his family — his two brothers, who

were to join his lessons and be company for him, and his parents, whom he seldom saw. One

of the saddest stories about Sayajirao’s youth is his memory of seeing his father from the

window of his balcony, from which he used to wave at him. He did not dare call out for fear of

making Jamnabai, his adopted mother, jealous. ‘I have never had any family life, no kissing —

to mention a small point — no familiarity, all salaams!’ he recalled years later. ‘This was so

when I was a boy.’ This perhaps accounts for the ‘sad, subdued look’ observed in his mild eyes

by one of the Prince of Wales’s companions later in the year.It was lucky then that Sayajirao’s

English tutor, Mr Elliot, was such a success. Honest, wise and gentle, utterly straightforward,

he earned Sayajirao’s love as well as his respect. His classes consisted of philosophy, history,

political science, geography, chemistry and mathematics, as well as sport and etiquette. Sayaji

learned to speak, read and write in English, Marathi, Gujarati and Urdu, and devoured the

works of Bentham and Mill, Shakespeare and Lewis Carroll.Later Sayajirao had his favourite

book, Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland, translated into Marathi, his mother-tongue. At first

glance, it seems an odd choice for a statesman - until one remembers how Sayajirao came to

power. All of a sudden, his world had been turned upside-down; nothing was as it seemed, and

impossible things were now possible — even after breakfast. Like Alice, he was an innocent in

a strange world for which he knew none of the rules. This insight offers us a rare glimpse of

Sayajirao’s vulnerability. He learned his lessons so well that he rarely let his mask

slip.Sayajirao’s first public appearance as maharaja outside Baroda was in November 1875

during the state visit to India of Edward, Prince of Wales (later Edward VII). The young

Maharaja travelled to Bombay for the official reception. ‘This boy, aged twelve years, who a few

months ago was only a village lad in comparative poverty, bears himself with perfect

composure and dignity, and appears to his inferiors every inch a king, as though he had sat on

the Gadi for half a century,’ observed one onlooker. ‘He fell naturally and with genuine grace

into a tone of perfect equality and frank boyish cordiality, well blended with dignity, in his

intercourse with the Prince of Wales.’ The Prince advised him to carry on with his English, and



urged him to take up riding. Edward also commented on how well Sayajirao was adapting to

his new circumstances. ‘The Little Gaekwar of Baroda, who is as old as our oldest boy [Prince

Albert, or Eddy], seems really a very intelligent youth, though only six months ago he was

running about the streets adorned with the most limited wardrobe.’Now he was a maharaja,

Sayajirao’s new wardrobe was far from limited; the Prince of Wales himself might have envied

it. Sayajirao appeared at the reception as dazzling as a ‘crystallised rainbow’ in the Baroda

jewels. ’He was weighted — head, neck, chest and arms, fingers and ankles — with such a

wonder of vast diamonds, emeralds, rubies and pearls, as would be worth the loot of many a

rich town.‘ They included a seven-stringed necklace of magnificent pearls the size of marbles;

the 128-carat Star of the South, bought by Khanderao, as the centrepiece of a necklace made

up of five rows of 500 diamonds and two further rows of emeralds; its matching plume of

diamonds, worn in the turban; and the 70-carat Akbar Shah diamond, thought to have been

one of the eyes of a peacock on the Moguls’ solid-gold Peacock Throne, taken from the Diwan-

i-Khas (Hall of Public Audience) in Delhi when the Persians sacked the city in 1739. The one

type of jewel Sayajirao was not wearing was sapphires, because, allied to the turbulent planet

Saturn, they were thought to bring bad luck. There were no blue stones in the Baroda

treasury.In hesitant English, Sayajirao presented Prince Edward with a silver tea service

engraved with scenes from Hindu mythology, and an accompanying crib entitled, ‘Hindoo

Mythology Popularly Treated: Being an Epitomized Description of the Various Heathen Deities

Illustrated on the Silver Swami Tea Service’. At the time, Sayajirao’s British advisers clearly

thought this was an appropriate present for Edward, illuminating in digestible form the spiritual

life of the millions of Indians who would, one day, be his subjects. Did they not suspect how

galling it would be for Sayajirao, graciously permitted by them to retain his religion, then to see

his deities dismissed as heathen idols decorating a teapot?The fun-loving Prince of Wales

invited himself to Baroda. He was keen to see the traditional elephant fights for which the city

was famous. When the royal train pulled into Baroda station, the Prince was met by Sayajirao’s

own elephant, with its face saffron-painted, ears of pale yellowish-green, and false tusks and

anklets of gold. Edward climbed a silver ladder to the golden howdah, a magnificent seat atop

the beast’s back, and sat beneath a cloth-of-gold canopy. The second elephant was almost as

gorgeous, painted French grey and red, with a silver howdah, ankle and tusk rings. As the

procession of elephants carrying the royal party left the station, another row of elephants

salaamed them. The route to the Residency was ‘hung with lamps and festooned with bright

green leaves and flowers’ as the elephants, followed by bands and the 3rd Hussars and

Baroda Horse regiments, passed along it. ’The people seemed very comfortable,‘ observed a

member of the cortege, ’no sign of the wretchedness we are so fond of attributing to Native

Rule.‘
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Rama Rao, “The Women of Royal India. This is a fascinating story of four maharanis who

worked tirelessly to transition from a very chaotic final days of their kingdom and the British Raj

into the modern democratic and secular India. For just over a century after the British invasion

of India, India’s princely families lived in an extraordinary cocoon of privilege and magnificence,

protected from mass democratization ushered in the modern era by their complex association

with British Empire.Author Lucy Moore’s narratives are exhaustive and the detail accounts

gives us a good background in their upbringing and challenges the royal women faced as they

grew up. Despite many advantages and upbringing in both Indian and European cultures, they

had to live up to the traditions of a Hindu Royal family. Their opulent and sensual lifestyle with a

penchant for flashing their jewelry was legendary. When the curtain came down, it diminished

their power and authority. But they reckon, rejuvenate and come back to serve the people they

long ignored. The four Maharanis discussed in this book comes from two families, the Royal

Family of Cooch Behar and the Royal family of Baroda; Maharani Chimnabai (1872-1958),

Princess Indira Raje, Maharani Sunity Devi, and Maharani Gayathri Devi. Maharani Chimnabai

and Maharani Sunity Devi are the two matriarchs of their illustrious families and Maharani

Chimnabai takes an active role in the struggle for India’s independence and work very closely

with Mahatma Gandhi.This book also reveals the frivolous side of the men and women of

Indian royal families. Despite their traditions and strong culture, in all its richness and vitality,

they were also vulnerable to the material things in life. Most of them lived in the lap of luxury,

with a lavish life style both in India and Europe. They had a big circle of famous Indian and

European friends, British Royalty, and other fabulous riches framed by the beauty and culture.

These women enjoyed the best life could offer, but also handled the difficult times in their

personal lives with mixed results. So many tragic deaths occurred in the three royal families of

Baroda, Cooch Behar, and Jaipur. Alcohol was the main cause of sudden and tragic deaths in

most cases. In some cases either they fell down the stairs, food poisoning or pneumonia. Yet

Chimnabai, Sunity Devi, Indira Raje and Gayathri Devi were always not able to bond on the

happiness they sought for themselves. However they did their best to bring that in the lives of

many citizens. Despite their individual faults and weaknesses, these women lived up to their

rank, believed passionately in the concept of duty that drove them. They were revolutionaries

rising above the cultural limitations and helped society to accept gender equality and redefine

the role of women in India. These are amazing stories which reads like fairy tales. It is highly

engaging and written with passion for history.”

piso mojado, “excellent book, but still a tale told somewhat like an article in Vogue. excellent

book on a subject of interest to me in my research work but there is much more to the story,

but that would take more time and artthe transition to independent state has been much more

thoughtfully told in many Indian films”

Arcenas, “Remarkable. remarkable story --”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Interesting read. The book arrived in good condition and is a very

interesting read; highly recommend to anyone interested in these women!”



Eve K. S., “A world long gone..... A wonderful glimpse into an enchanted world of opulence,

comfort and ease, and a world hidden behind the veil of the purdah.”

LALA, “Fascinating Raj era story. Fascinating Raj era story...but "A Princess Remembers" by

Maharani Gayatri Devi is much more beautifully written and I preferred it...”

VJ, “Five Stars. Nice book”

Bhavini Shah, “History from a very different angle. This book not only tells the (true) stories of

four maharanis - it also gives a huge amount of detail about Indian history in the twentieth

century, such as the relationship between the princely states and the British government and

how independence affected the ruling families. It is a rather poignant look at a world that no

longer exists. The book is full of quirky facts / memories which make the history of these

families come alive. I have read many books on indian history but this one was very different in

that it had such a strong human angle. I can't wait to visit India again - I will see places such as

Jaipur very differently now that I know more about the history of its ruling family.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “... it was in immaculate condition the story is so good, absolutely difficult

to put down. I bought this book second hand but it was in immaculate condition the story

is  so good,  absolutely  difficult  to  put down.”

KRISHAN KUMAR SHARMA, “Five Stars. excellent service,good value”
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